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Executive Summary
This document describes the methodology of property-based error localization and
property-based synthesis, which together form Workpackage 2.
Error localization addresses the problem of debugging. When a failure is detected during the verification of a block, finding the fault that causes it can be very
time consuming. This lengthens the design cycle, often right before delivery time,
when delays are especially bothersome. Error localization aims to automatically
find and, if possible, correct the fault, thus freeing up designer resources for more
complex and creative tasks such as design. We consider the design cycle of a block
to consist of specification, design, and repeated iterations of detecting the presence
of a fault followed by localization and correction. Automating the detection of a
fault is the aim of verification tools; fault localization aims to automate the second
step, and correction automates the last. The supervision of a designer remains necessary even for automatic correction, to make sure that the suggested correction
adheres to unstated or non-functional requirements.
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Property synthesis aims to shorten the design cycle by automating the process of
designing a block. We identify the following benefits:
1. The need to hand-code blocks that are not area or timing critical is removed.
Automatically generated blocks are guaranteed to fulfill their functional specifications.
2. Designers can develop their block in the presence of a fully operational environment because functional prototypes of blocks can be created right after specification. Thus, integration testing can start right away and a major
source of design mistakes is circumvented. Also, prototypes can be used as
a starting point for an efficient hand implementation.
3. Specification faults are found very early in the design process, as they are immediately apparent in the synthesized system. Thus, a correct specification
is obtained earlier and incorrect implementations are avoided.
Both error localization and property synthesis aim to automate important parts of
the design flow, shortening it and reducing time to market.

Purpose
This document is the final result of Task 2.1. It is intended to be an introduction to
property-based design and implementation and should pave the way for the other
tasks in Workpackage 2.

Intended Audience
This guide is intended for researchers working on verification tools using PSL
or a similar specification language. It is assumed that readers are familiar with
the notions and terms related to PSL and have a basic understanding of model
checking terminology.

Background
Currently, there are no methods for fault localization based on temporal properties
and work on sequential circuits is very rare as well. Most of the work focuses on
a few particular faults such as a forgotten inverter. Existing technologies rely on
a given reference model. We do not have this requirement because the property
takes the place of the reference model.
The theoretical background of the synthesis problem is well-investigated but an
implementation of a synthesis tool for LTL, PSL, or a similar logic does not currently exist.
Further background to error localization and property synthesis is given in Sections 2 and 3, respectively.
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Glossary
Abduction Based Diagnosis
In abduction based diagnosis it is known in which ways a component can fail.
Using this knowledge, abduction based diagnosis tries to find a component of the
model and a corresponding fault that explains the discrepancy between observed
and desired behavior.
Atomic Proposition
Atomic proposition of a formula in a propositional logic. They correspond to the
signals in a design.
Block
A group of interconnected cells. A block may contain instances of other blocks.
Combinational Circuit
A logic circuit whose output is a function of only the present input.
Consistency Based Diagnosis
Fault diagnosis based on the principle of solving contradictions.
Design
A netlist for a block, consisting of gates and the electrical connections between
them (signals).
Error
The difference between a computed, observed or measured value or condition and
the true, specified, or theoretically correct value or condition. For example, a
difference of 30 meters between a computed result and the correct result.
Expansion Rules
The expansion rules split a PSL formula into two parts: a part that has to be true
in the current time step and a part that has to be true in the next time step. For
instance, the expansion rules state that p U q = q ∨ p ∧ next(p U q).
Failure
An incorrect result. For example, a computed result of 12 when the correct result
is 10.
Fault
An incorrect step, process, or data definition. For example, an incorrect instruction
in a computer program
Fault/Error Localization
The process of isolating parts of the design likely to be responsible for the failure
of the design found in the verification step. “Fault localization” is the correct
terminology but “error localization” is commonly used.
Fault/Error Correction
The process of correction a fault in a design. Again, “fault correction” is the correct
terminology but “error correction” is commonly used.
Finite State System
A finite state system is a Mealy machine: it consists of latches and combinational
logic with input and output, and abstracts from timing issues.
viii • List of Tables
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Formal Verification
Any mathematical method for verification, capable in principal of returning either
“true” or “false” to a verification problem. In contrast, simulation or testing is an
informal method of verification, as it can prove only the existence of a bug, but not
the absence of one.
Gate
Another name for a logic cell, which is a functional group of transistors having
physical attributes that support a specific semiconductor process technology.
Infinite Game
A finite state machine on which two players, the protagonist and the antagonist,
determine an infinite run by each determining part of the input. The game comes
with a winning condition and the task of the protagonist is to make sure that the
run satisfies this condition.
Invariant
An invariant is a special case of a safety property. It sets a constraint on the state
of the program that must hold in all states. For instance, “a and b are never 1
simultaneously.”
Mistake
A human action that produces an incorrect result. For example, an incorrect action
on the part of the programmer or operator.
Model Based Diagnosis
A formal method for fault localization. We distinguish between abduction based
and consistency based diagnosis.
Integration Testing
We distinguish between unit tests, in which a single block is tested in isolation,
and integration tests, in which blocks (usually from different designers) are tested
in combination.
PSL
Property Specification Language, the language for specification of designs upon
which PROSYD is based.
Safety Property
A safety property states that something bad should not happen. For instance, “a is
never 1 in two consecutive clock ticks.”
SAT Solver
An algorithm for solving instances of the Boolean satisfiability problem.
Sequential circuit
A finite state system.
Synthesis
The process of automatically generating a design from a given specification.
Unrolling
By unrolling a sequential circuit for a finite amount of time frames a equivalent
combinational circuit is obtained.
Property-Based Design & Implementation
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Winning Strategy
A recipe with which a player is guaranteed to win an infinite game, no matter what
the other player does. A finite state strategy may depend on a finite memory of the
past, i.e., the move the strategy suggests can depend on previous moves of the two
players. A memoryless strategy depends only on the current state of the game.
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1 Introduction
In this document we address two aspects of property-based design, which are
property-based error localization and property synthesis. Together they form PROSYD
Workpackage 2. In the following, we motivate the need for property-based error
localization and property-based synthesis and list their advantages. We conclude
this section with an overview of how error localization and property-based synthesis are integrated in the design flow of electronic systems. In Section 2 we
deal with property-based error localization. The section starts with background
information. Then we describe the methodology of using error localization based
on concrete examples. Finally, we talk about the error localization tool and explain our technical approach. Section 3 provides an insight into property-based
synthesis. Again, we start with background and methodology followed by examples highlighting the benefits of property-based synthesis. We end with details of
the property-based synthesis tool and the corresponding technical approach. In
Section 4 we conclude.

Motivation
As design density and complexity of digital systems increase, the costs due to design faults increase exponentially. Therefore, detecting, localizing, and correcting
faults are crucial issues in today’s fast-paced and fault-prone development process.
Formal and dynamic verification tools detect faults and provide the user with a
failing run. Even with a detailed failing run in hand, locating and correcting a
fault is a bland and time-consuming chore. Debugging, which is the process of
locating and correcting a fault, is not done solely by designers. The verification
engineers, the ones who write and run the verification tests, usually spend quite a
lot of their own time analyzing the failure traces themselves. This is done to filter
out errors in the verification environment so that as few spurious traces as possible
are passed on to the designers. Debugging is one of the most time consuming tasks
in the effort to improve system quality. It takes 50% to 80% of the time used for
verification depending on the level of automation of the verification tools.
State of the art verification tools aim to shorten the design cycle by decreasing the
time necessary to detect a fault, but none of them address the issue of fault localization and correction. Thus, it is very important to provide new technologies to locate
and correct faults in a fast and efficient way. Property-based error localization
addresses exactly this issue. Property-based error localization is the process of
isolating parts of the design likely to be responsible for the failure of the verification step. The design or verification engineer gets a small fraction of the circuit to
Property-Based Design & Implementation
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focus on during debugging, which speeds up the fault correction. Property-based
error correction, which is an extension to property-based error localization, goes
one step beyond fault localization and additionally provides a replacement for the
faulty component. Fault localization and correction may significantly reduce design cycle time by reducing debugging time, which takes about 35% of the entire
design cycle (see Figure 1).

Design Cycle
without Localization

Specify

Design

Detect

Localize

Design Cycle
with Localization

Specify

Design

Detect

LocalCorrect
ize

Correct

Time

Figure 1: Time-saving by Fault Localization
Finding and fixing a fault in a fast and efficient way is great but it would be even
better to avoid the fault in the first place. Automatically constructing the design
from a given set of properties is the best way to avoid verification failure, because the constructed design is guaranteed to fulfill the properties. Given a set of
properties that a design should fulfill, the aim of property-based synthesis is to
automatically construct a design.
The major benefits of using a property-based synthesis tool are the following:
• We avoid hand coding completely for design blocks that are non-critical
with respect to size and speed. The designs automatically generated are
guaranteed to adhere to their functional specifications. Thus, we can shorten
the design and the verification phase, together consuming about 85% of the
design cycle time.
• Designer have the ability to develop a design block in the presence of a
fully operational environment, because functional prototypes of the other
blocks can be created right after specification. This allows integration testing
to start right away and circumvents design mistakes. Automatically generated prototypes can also be used as a starting point for an efficient hand
implementation.
• We can detect specification faults very early in the design process, as they
are immediately apparent in the synthesized system. Thus, a correct specification is obtained earlier and incorrect implementations are avoided.
Therefore, property-based synthesis supports the development of systems with
higher quality, within shorter time, and with lower costs.

2 • Introduction
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Methodology Overview
Figure 2 shows an overview of the PROSYD tool set and the role of the propertybased error localization and property synthesis tools in the design flow.
In the following, we will assume that the design is divided into blocks and that
blocks are designed such that most of them are amenable to (formal) verification.
This is achieved by using a small block size and well-defined interfaces between
the blocks. (See Deliverable 3.1/1, “Combined Static and Dynamic Property Verification” [3].) The design of single blocks is supported by property-based error
localization and property-based synthesis. Depending on the complexity of a block
we can support the designer in different ways.
The methodology and benefits of error localization and property synthesis are described in the next two section. We describe them using design scenarios.
Error localization with or without correction. Section 2 describes the methodology and benefits of error localization. Error localization is described in
PROSYD deliverable 2.2/2, “Property-based error localization” [24].
Property synthesis. Section 3 describes the methodology and benefits of property
synthesis. Property synthesis is the subject of PROSYD deliverable 2.2/1
“Property-based logic synthesis for rapid design prototyping” [7].
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Figure 2: The PROSYD Tool Set
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2 Error Localization

Background
The difficulty of deriving the cause of a failure from an example of incorrect behavior has been widely recognized. Different approaches have been taken to alleviate
this problem. One possibility is to try to simplify the evidence of the incorrect behavior as much as possible. This has been the approach of Jin, Ravi, and Somenzi
[12, 20] in the setting of formal verification, and of Zeller and Hildebrandt [29] in
the setting of testing of software.
Another technique to help the user understand the incorrect behavior of the program is to look at multiple traces, some of which show the fault, and some of which
do not. The similarities between incorrect traces, and their differences with similar
correct traces give an indication of the parts of the program that are involved in the
fault. Parts of the program that appear in many or all incorrect traces and in few
or no correct ones are likely to be involved in the failure. This approach has, in
different varieties, been attempted both in model checking [10, 2, 22, 8, 9] and in
testing of programs [28].
Although they clear demonstrate the need to assist the user finding the fault, the
approaches shown thus far explicitly target understanding of the failure, not fault
localization. Our task is to localize the fault, that is, to limit the possible sources
of the failure to a small portion of the program, which is of more help in correcting
the fault. In some cases, our tools can even give a correct program.
There is ample work on locating faults in combinational circuits [16, 15, 4, 26].
The problem is considerably harder for sequential systems, unless a reference
model with the same state space encoding is available. The only work in fault
localization in sequential systems is that by Wahba and Borrione [27]. However,
they deal with a very small set of possible errors (such as a forgotten inverter),
and also need a reference model. We should stress that building a reference model
is much more of a burden on the user than writing a set of properties. Wahba
and Borrione’s approach is useful mainly in the last stages of design, where, for
example, an optimizer may make a mistake.
Our fault localization approach uses a finite set of traces, obtained from a dynamic
or static verification tool, to limit the part of the system that may be at fault. It
builds on model-based diagnosis [21] and extends it with the possibility to handle
Property-Based Design & Implementation
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sequential circuits and, more importantly, PSL properties. Such an approach has
not been attempted before.
Fault correction builds on a synthesis technique and is the first approach to yield
(nontrivial) corrections for a faulty circuits. Our very general fault model allows
use of the tool in an early stage of design. The approach of Wahba and Borrione
does yield correction, but only of the very limited sort mentioned. Furthermore,
our approach bases decisions on properties, not on a reference model. Therefore,
it can be used as soon as an a first implementation is available. The fault correction approach yields a circuit that is guaranteed to fulfill the specifications for all
possible inputs.
Summarizing, our contribution is
1. Our approach uses PSL properties and does not need a reference model.
2. The fault correction approach finds a correction for the problem using a general fault model.
3. Our approach works for sequential circuits, not only for combinational ones.

Methodology and Examples
Property-based error localization can be performed with or without correction, and
we will describe the two approaches separately. The localization approach uses
failure traces obtained from a static or dynamic verification tool and performs fault
localization without providing a fix. It is very efficient, is able to handle large and
complex designs, and allows the user to focus her attention on a small part of the
design. In the correction approach, which is more complex, fault localization
and correction are combined. It takes the view that a component can only be
responsible for the fault if it can be replaced by an alternative that makes the system
correct. The approach is precise and provides the user with a correct replacement
for the faulty components.
In the following, we describe the usage of the two approaches in more detail using
concrete examples.

Localization
The localization scenario is shown in Figure 3. The input to the localization tool
consist of
1. A buggy design that was constructed manually from the block-specification,
and
6 • Error Localization
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Figure 3: Fault Localization
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Client 2

Figure 4: A Simple Arbiter
2. A set of counterexamples from the property-verification tool, showing how
the design violates its specification.
The property-based error localization tool provides the user with a set of potentially faulty components. Thus, the user can concentrate on a small fraction of the
design to find the source of the error, speeding up design correction significantly.
Once the user has corrected the design it is verified again to check the manual
correction.
Example
We show property-based error localization applied to the synchronous arbiter with
two clients shown in Figure 4.
The arbiter has request lines ri and acknowledgment lines ai for i ∈ {1, 2}. At any
clock cycle a subset of the request lines are high. It is the task of the arbiter to set
at most one of the corresponding acknowledgment lines high. The arbiter should
be fair to all requests. In Table 1 we list the properties the arbiter should fulfill.
We manually construct the design shown in Figure 5. The three latches have the
following meaning: Latch T toggles between 0 and 1 indicating which client gets
Property-Based Design & Implementation
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Table 1: Property Set of an Arbiter with two Clients
PSL Property

Meaning

never (a1 ∧ a2 )

Mutual exclusion of acknowledgments

always (
{r1 }(a1 ∨ next(a1 ))∧
{r2 }(a2 ∨ next(a2 )))

Requests are granted within two ticks

(r1 before a1 )∧
(r2 before a2 )

No spurious acknowledgment at the beginning

always ({a1 }(next(r1 before a1 )) ∧
({a2 }(next(r2 before a2 )))

No spurious acknowledgment

r2

r1

D

SET

SET

Q

Q
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C1
CLR

D

Q

Q
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CLR

G1
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G8
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G3
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G13

G11

D

SET

Q

G15

T
CLR

Q

G14

G12

a2

a1

Figure 5: Manual Design
an acknowledge signal in this time step if both clients send a request. Latch C1 is
high if a request of Client 1 has not be acknowledged yet. Latch C2 stores open
requests of Client 2. Note that the output of G10 is high when a conflict occurs
and that in this case, G11 and G12 decide which requester receives a grant.
Suppose that the designer incorrectly chooses an AND gate for G12, instead of an
OR gate. Suppose furthermore that the verification tool finds the following error
trace.
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signal
r1
r2
a1
a2

time
t0 t1
1 0
1 0
0 0
1 0

This trace violates the second property because the request r1 at time step t0 is not
acknowledged within two time steps. For this error trace, the property-based error
localization tool computes that only gate G1, G8, G9, or G12 can be responsible
for the fault. This reduces the amount of gates to be considered to under a quarter
of the total.
Error localization provides the user with a small set of potentially faulty components that she can concentrate on during the debug process. This significantly
reduces the design cycle time by reducing the time necessary to locate and correct
a fault.
Applicability
Fault Localization can be applied to all blocks that are amenable to formal verification. There are no restrictions on the functional behavior of the block. In
order to identify faulty components, the components of the system must be clearly
defined. For instance, we can define the components at a low level (gates) or at
a higher level (full adders, half adders, etc.). This decision is not critical to the
implementation, and will be decided after experimentation and feedback from the
case studies.

Correction
Apart from locating the fault, the property localization tool is able to suggest corrections for a faulty design. The corrections it proposes fulfill the properties for
any possible input sequence, not just for a set of failure trace. The user then takes
the suggested fault location and correction and adapts the design. Since there may
be properties that are not stated explicitly, the user has to check that the correction
adheres to the design intent. Figure 6 depicts the correction scenario.
Examples
Let us continue the arbiter example from the previous section. The fault localization tool excludes the possibility that a change to G1, G6, or G7 makes the circuit
correct. The only possible change is to G12, for which the tool correctly suggests
an OR gate.
A tool that automatically finds faults and suggests a correction has the potential to
significantly reduce the time spend on debugging. As debugging takes one third
of the design time, this may allow for much shorter design cycles. Besides, the
suggested correction can help the user to get a better understanding of the design
Property-Based Design & Implementation
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Figure 6: Fault Correction

and indicate possibilities for new design-optimizations. The following example
shows these benefits.
We use the 8-Bit sequential multiplier depicted in Figure 7 to show how a design
optimization can be found by the tool. The multiplier has two input shift-registers
A and B, and a register Q that stores intermediate data. If input INIT is high, shift
registers A and B are loaded with the inputs and Q is reset to zero. In every clock
cycle register A is shifted right and register B is shifted left. The least significant
bit (LSB) of register A is the control input for the multiplexer. If it is high, the
multiplexer forwards the value of register B to the adder, which adds it to the
intermediate result stored in register Q. After eight clock cycles register Q holds
the product A ∗ B.
Assume the multiplier has a fault in the adder: The output of the single-bit full
adder responsible for Bit 0 (LSB) always adds 1 to the correct output. The components we use for fault localization are the eight full adders in the adder, the eight
AND gates in the multiplexer, and the registers A, B, and Q. As the property we
state that after eight clock cycles the output must be equal to A ∗ B.
The property-based error localization tool finds the faulty part in the adder and
provides a correction. It suggests to use a half adder for Bit 0, instead of the faulty
component. We had expected a full adder, but the suggested repair is simpler.
Using a half adder for Bit 0 ignores the carry bit of Bit 0. This is correct because
the adder for Bit 0 never has to produce a carry bit. The LSBs of Q and B are
never 1 at the same time because in the first time step, Q is 0 and in all subsequent
steps, the LSB of B is 0 because B is shifted left. Consequently, a carry never
occurs.
Thus, the correction tool can not only save time in debugging, but also help the
designer gain a better understanding of the design, and even to find design optimizations.
10 • Error Localization
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Applicability
In order to replace faulty components, the components of the system and their
replacements must be clearly defined. As stated in the previous section the components of circuits are gates or sets of closely related gates. The replacements
for gates in sequential circuits are Boolean functions in terms of states and inputs.
Fault correction can be applied to all blocks applicable for formal verification,
since we suggest a quite general fault model: we assume that any component can
be replaced by an arbitrary function in terms of the inputs and the state of the
system.

Tool
The property-based error localization tool implements the localization and the correction approach. In the following we discuss details of the tool.
Given a faulty design and a set of properties, static and dynamic verification tools
check which properties are fulfilled and provide failure traces as evidence for the
violated properties. The objective of the property-based error localization tool is to
support finding and fixing faults by automating the localization and the correction
of a fault.

Property-Based Design & Implementation
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Inputs and Outputs
The input to the error localization tool consists of a faulty circuit or system and evidence of the fault. The evidence is a set of failure traces obtained from a property
verification tool. Additionally, the tool receives a set of PSL properties, at least
one of which is violated by the system and corresponds to the failure traces. The
output of the tool is a set of components that are likely to have caused the malfunctioning of the system. When we use the correction approach, the tool additionally
provides correct replacements for the faulty components.

Components
The property-based error localization tool will contain the following components
for the localization approach:
1. A parser that reads temporal assertions.
2. A model generator that constructs a combinational model based on the sequential design and the specification.
3. A converter that converts the combinational model into a CNF formula.
4. A SAT solver that find assignments to the CNF formula and therefore provides diagnoses.
The correction approach requires different components, but these can be shared
with the property-based synthesis tool (see Section 3):
1. A parser that reads temporal assertions.
2. A compiler that constructs and interconnects state machines.
3. A strategy finder that search for an implementation.
4. A extractor that extract a correction from the strategy

Technical Approach
In the next two subsections we briefly describe the approaches we are going to
use in the property-based error localization tool. For a detailed description see
PROSYD deliverable 2.2/2 [24].
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Localization
The localization approach is based on the theory of model based diagnosis, which
aims to identify the cause of a fault by its effect. Model based diagnosis assumes
that a correct model of the system is given and compares the behavior of the current (faulty) system with the model. Using the discrepancy between an observation
of the faulty system and the correct model it identifies components likely to be responsible for the error. Model based diagnosis is either consistency or abduction
based [6]. Abduction based diagnosis needs details on how a component may fail
and tries to find a component and a corresponding fault that explains the observation. Consistency based diagnosis does not require knowledge of how components
may fail. Rather, it tries to make the system consistent with the correct model by
identifying a component such that dropping any assumptions on the behavior of
the component removes the discrepancy. Consistency based diagnosis may be less
precise than abduction based diagnosis but since it does not require information
about the possible faults it is applicable more generally.
Our approach extends the ideas of consistency based diagnosis to sequential systems and PSL properties. Given a finite-state sequential system, a set of PSL-safety
properties, and one or more error traces, we build a setting suitable for a variation
of consistency based diagnosis. First, we unroll the sequential system to the length
of the given error traces to get an equivalent combinational representation of the
system. Then, from the PSL properties, we generate a model that recognizes the
correct behavior of the system. To this end, we use expansion rules [17]. We
combine this model with the unrolled sequential system and get a new combinational system. On this system we perform consistency based diagnosis to obtain
all components that are likely involved in the failure.

Correction
The correction approach is based on the idea that a component can only be responsible for a fault if it can be replaced by an alternative that makes the system
correct. Therefore, we combine fault localization and correction. Starting point is
a faulty finite-state system and a specification given in PSL. We aim to find and fix
a fault in such a way that the new system satisfies its specifications for all possible
inputs. The fault model we consider is quite general: we assume that any component can be replaced by an arbitrary function in terms of the inputs and the state of
the system.
Our approach is based on the work done in synthesis for PROSYD deliverable
2.2/1 [7], due 1 September 2005. Section 3 contains a brief overview of this work.
(See also [13].) In that work, a method for the correction of a set of suspect components is presented. A restriction in the work is that a suspicion of the location of
the fault has to be given by the user. We solve that restriction by combining fault
localization and correction.
We consider the problem of fault localization and correction as an infinite game
between two player, the system and the environment. The specification is given
Property-Based Design & Implementation
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as PSL properties and defines the winning condition for the system. The system
tries to fulfill the specification whilst the environment tries to bar the system from
winning. The two players can make different choices: The environment chooses
the inputs values of the system at each time step. On the other hand the system
has the freedom to slightly modify the implementation: At the beginning of each
play it can pick a component for which it can choose arbitrary output values at
each time step. The system wins the game if it can choose outputs for the selected
component such that the specification is satisfied for any input sequence. Choosing
the right values corresponds to finding a winning strategy for the game. If the
corresponding strategy is memoryless, i.e., the output of the component depends
only on the state of the system and its inputs, we can derive a replacement behavior
for the component that makes the system correct. The method is complete for
invariants, and in practice works well for general PSL properties, even though it is
not complete.
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3 Property Synthesis

Background
Automatic synthesis of a system from a set of properties has long been studied. Church [5] describes the problem for S1S. Pnueli and Rosner [18] describe
the problem in the setting of Linear-Time Logic, which is similar to our setting.
Their construction, however, requires the determinization of a Büchi automaton
using Safra’s determinization construction [23]. Safra’s construction is generally considered to be very complex and not amenable to efficient implementation
[25, 11]. Only recently have researchers found simpler methods to synthesize linear logic without resorting to Safra’s construction [14], finally removing this important roadblock to an efficient implementation. An implementation of a synthesis tool for LTL, PSL, or a similar logic does not currently exist, and considerable
research is still required to turn the theoretical results into a practical algorithm.

Methodology and Examples
Given a set of properties for a block, the property-based synthesis tools provides
a functionally correct design of the block. Figure 8 shows the integration of the
tool in the general design flow: Once a block is specified, the PSL properties are
passed on to the synthesis tool. The synthesis tool generates a valid design. In
the verification phase, the generated design is used for integrating testing and the
verification of other blocks. For blocks non-critical with respect to size or speed,
there is no need for further optimization. The design provided by the synthesis tool
is the final design.

Examples
Suppose we want an automatically synthesized design for an arbiter that fulfills the
properties listed in Table 1. Since the arbiter will works over a slow bus, it has no
Property-Based Design & Implementation
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Figure 8: Synthesis
timing constraints. We feed the properties into the properties synthesis tool, and
synthesize them. The tool yields a design like the one in Figure 9. Since there is
no need for a faster or smaller design, we have our final design. So we can avoid
hand coding completely. The properties are guaranteed to be fulfilled. Note that
verification may still be necessary for integration testing and to make sure that the
specification does not contain any mistakes.
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Figure 9: Simple Design
Let us assume we get additional constraints concerning the clock speed of the arbiter. We generate a first prototype using the synthesis tool. Machine-generated
hardware is generally not as efficient as human-written hardware. So suppose the
generated design is more complex than the one in Figure 9 and needs a slow clock
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frequency. Now we want to improve the design manually, using the generated
prototype. We set up an executable environment to verify our optimization step
immediately. Figure 10 shows an example environment: The block in the middle
represents the arbiter we want to optimize. The blocks to the left and above are
the two client the arbiter schedules. On the right side we find the device the clients
want to access. Using the synthesis tool, we can generate this executable environment from the properties for the arbiter and the clients, without having manual
implementations.
Testbench
Synthesized
Block

Synthesized
Block

Block Under
Development

?

Manual
Implemented
Block
module b1(clk,s,y,.
input clk, s, y,..
or A1(out, x1,x2,..)

Figure 10: Synthesis of Blocks in Executable Environment
The setting in Figure 10 also allows designers to implement blocks depending on
each other simultaneously. For instance, each client of the arbiter is developed by
one designer. Both designers will be able to test their blocks without waiting for
the other blocks to be finished. When system integration and testing begins, the
blocks are thoroughly verified and are likely to work together because they were
developed to satisfy the common set of properties.
A early synthesized system helps to detect specification faults very soon in the
design process because they are immediately apparent. For instance, suppose we
want a fair arbiter for two clients. Assume we are given an incomplete specification
consisting of only the first two properties of Table 1, stating that the arbiter should
guarantee mutual exclusion and be fair to all requests. The synthesis tool provides
a design like the one shown in Figure 11, which fulfills the given properties. We
would not be satisfied with an arbiter implementation that alternatively sets a1 and
a2 to high. However, one simple simulation run instantly shows that we did not
get what we expected. Thus, the designer writing properties of this specific block
immediately gets a feedback about what she specified.
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Figure 11: Simple design for an incomplete property set
Another advantage of property-based synthesis is the ability to help generate new
design ideas. First experimental results have shown that automatically generated
design sometimes are quite different from designs someone expects. Figure 11
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and Figure 9 show two unexpected implementations for the arbiter introduced at
the beginning of this section. The design in Figure 9 is especially interesting,
since it is smaller than our manual implementation in Figure 5 and still has the
functionally we intended.

Applicability
In general, property-based synthesis is applicable to designs for which speed and
size are not critical. Therefore, synthesis is suitable for systems that focus on
behavioral aspects, e.g., controllers, mobile devices, other slow-clock systems, and
FPGAs.
A risk of property-based synthesis is that realization of temporal-logic formulas
is known to be a high-complexity problem. This problem is alleviated by the fact
that complex designs are always split into small blocks and we apply property synthesis on the block level. Additionally, we will work on optimization methods to
handle the complexity problem. There is another way to deal with the complexity
challenge within the scope of the PROSYD project. Based on deliverable 1.5/1
[19], which can provide ready-to-use property libraries for designated hardware
cores and protocols, several blocks can be synthesized in advance. Specification
properties and test implementation could come in pairs ready-to-use for formal
verification and simulation.
Even though designs generated manually are generally better optimized than automatically generated ones, property-based synthesis is useful to get a rapid prototype for implementing blocks that are critical in terms of size and speed. The
final implementation can be the result of a manual optimization of this prototype.
Furthermore, rapid prototypes are useful for early integration testing.

Tool
The property-based synthesis tool is concerned with the construction of a gatelevel or RTL hardware design from a set of PSL properties. The construction has
to ensure that this piece of hardware satisfies all given properties. The tool focuses
on the behavioral description of the circuit, without paying attention to timing and
area concerns.

Inputs and Outputs
The principal input to a property-based synthesis tool is a set of properties written
in PSL [1]. PSL assertions refer to the temporal behavior of a clock-based hardware model. For instance, “if signal r is high eventually signal a gets high too”, or
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“signal c is high always implies that c is low in the next time step”. Apart from
that, the tool receives a description stating which signals are inputs and which are
outputs. Outputs are controllable signal. The input signals are not controllable by
the design.
In case of contradictory requirements the tool will state that the given set of properties cannot be synthesized. An example of contradictory requirements is “after
input a has been high, output b will be high for ever and after input c has been
seen, output b will be low forever”. Such a specification can only be synthesized
under the assumption that signals a and c never assert in the same trace.
The output of the property-synthesis tool is synthesizable code written in a hardware description language such as Verilog or VHDL. The output is processed and
optimized by a silicon compiler.

Components
The property-based synthesis tool will consist of the following four components.
1. A parser that reads temporal assertions.
2. A compiler that constructs and interconnects state machines.
3. A strategy finder that search for an implementation.
4. A extractor that translated the strategy into a design

Technical Approach
In this section we briefly describe the idea on which the property-based synthesis tool will be based. PROSYD deliverable 2.2/1 [7] (due 1 September 2005)
provides a detailed description.
Assume we are given a set of properties written in PSL and a partitioning of the
atomic proposition into input and output signals. Synthesizing these properties can
be seen as an infinite game between two players. One player is the environment of
the system and provides the inputs. The other player is the system and defines the
output values. The system wins the game if it can choose output values such that
it fulfills the given properties for all possible inputs sequences. A winning strategy
for the system is a recipe with which the system is guaranteed to win the game no
matter what input values the environment chooses. If a winning strategy exists, it
prescribes the behavior of the system for any given input. This behavior is then
turned in to a hardware description.
To find a winning strategy we will use recently achieved results in the theory on
infinite word and tree automata [14]. Technically, given a PSL formula ϕ and
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a signal partitioning (I, O), first we construct a nondeterministic Büchi word automaton A¬ϕ accepting all words over 2I×O satisfying ¬ϕ. Using a special inverting technique, we obtain a universal co-Büchi tree automaton Aϕ that accepts a
2O -labeled 2I -tree if it fulfills ϕ. Aϕ is turned into a nondeterministic Büchi tree
automaton on which we can compute language emptiness. If the language for ϕ
is not empty we get a witness for ϕ. The witness is a 2O -labeled 2I -tree, which
corresponds to a winning strategy f : (2I ) → (2O ).
We will also address the problem of automatically correcting faults in deliverable
2.2/1 because it is closely related to the synthesis problem. Contrary to the synthesis problem, we only need as much of the specification as is necessary to choose
a correct replacement for the correction problem. Using the same ideas as above
we can solve this problem as well. We consider the correction problem for finite
state systems again as a game. The game consists of the product of a modified
version of the system and an automaton representing the PSL specification. Every
winning strategy for the system corresponds to a correction. Since we aim for corrections that yield to simple modified systems, which makes it amenable to further
modification by the user, we will introduce heuristics to get a simple correction.
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4 Conclusions
We have described the two areas of research in Workpackage 2: property-based
fault localization and property synthesis. We have described what property-based
fault localization and property synthesis are, what their place in the design cycle
is, and their advantages and disadvantages. We have also given a short overview
of the components of the tools and the technical approach.
Error localization addresses the debugging that has to take place when a verification tool finds a failure in a design. In traditional design flows, debugging takes
35% of total design time. In a property-based design flow it takes even more, as
detection of failures is faster. Thus, there is a significant potential for saving time.
Error localization comes in two variants. The localization approach receives faulty
traces from a verification tool and returns a small subset of the design that contains
the fault, thus allowing the user to focus her attention on the proper portion of the
code. The correction approach yields the location of the fault and an alternative
implementation that satisfies the specification. It is much more powerful, but less
efficient than the localization approach.
Property synthesis addresses the problem of automatically turning a specification
into a design. It replaces the traditional design flow and most of the verification
flow. Verification is still necessary to test if the specification adheres to the design
intent. It has three major advantages: 1) Hand coding and most of verification is
avoided for blocks that are not timing or area critical, 2) hand design of critical
blocks can start from a prototype, and can take place in an executable environment, enabling immediate integration testing, and 3) specification faults are found
immediately and a correct specification is available sooner.
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